The adaptive response (AR) phenomenon generally describes a protective effect caused by a "priming" low dose (d AR ) delivered after a period of time (Dt AR ) before a higher "challenging" dose (D AR ). The AR is currently observed in human cells if d AR , Dt AR , and D AR belong to (0.001-0.5 Gy), (2-24 hours), (0.1-5 Gy), respectively. In order to investigate the molecular mechanisms specific to AR in human cells, we have systematically reviewed the experimental AR protocols, the cellular models, and the biological endpoints used from the 1980s. The AR appears to be preferentially observed in radiosensitive cells and is strongly dependent on individual radiosensitivity. To date, the model of the nucleo-shuttling of the ATM protein provides a relevant mechanistic explanation of the AR molecular and cellular events. Indeed, the priming dose d AR may result in the diffusion of a significant amount of active ATM monomers in the nucleus. These ATM monomers, added to those induced directly by the challenging dose D AR , may increase the efficiency of the response to D AR by a better ATM-dependent DNA damage recognition. Such mechanistic model would also explain why AR is not observed in radioresistant or hyperradiosensitive cells. Further investigations at low dose are needed to consolidate our hypotheses.
Introduction
A single dose of ionizing radiation (IR) triggers a cascade of physical, chemical, biological, and clinical events involving a large spectrum of spatiotemporal features (from femtoseconds to years; from femtometric to metric scale). Probably because the vaccination principles founded by Pasteur (note 1) were contemporary with the first descriptions of IR responses, the interpretation of the IR-induced phenomena was strongly influenced by immunology. 1, 2 This is notably the case of the hypothesis that the deleterious consequences of a single IR dose may be attenuated by a priming "stimulus" of IR. One of the most remarkable illustrations of this hypothesis is the notion of "radiovaccination" that Claudius Regaud proposed by 1914: He was convinced that "dose fractionation beyond ten days of radiotherapy led to induced radioresistance of the tumor." 3 However, the term "radiovaccination" was taken literally in a period that corresponded to a national campaign of vaccination against diphtheria and tuberculosis, and Regaud never identified the inherent immunological mechanisms that might be responsible for such induced resistance. 3, 4 The "immunological" hypothesis was also at the origin of a plethora of papers in which 2 different terms have been used to describe and interpret data: "adaptive response" (AR) and "hormesis." [5] [6] [7] Since the definition of these 2 terms have been so intricate through history, it is necessary here to define them in order to avoid any misinterpretation:
Adaptive response: A wording analysis via Google
Ngram viewer revealed that "AR" is a very old term widely used in the 19th century in evolutionary biology, physiology, and zoology to evoke a long-term adaptation of an organism or a species for some years or some generations (Supplemental Figure S1 ). Progressively, the notion of time necessary to adaptation disappeared and the following definition of AR is now proposed: AR is "a process of adaptation which allows survival under adverse conditions." 8 With regard to the radiation research field, AR was first introduced in 1984 by Olivieri et al to describe a radiobiological phenomenon occurring after 2 successive doses 9 : the first one, the "priming" dose (d AR ) precedes a certain period of time (Dt AR ) and a higher "challenging" dose (D AR ) under the following scheme: d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR with D AR > d AR . The AR phenomenon occurs when the effect of d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR is lower than that of D AR. 9 The D AR systematically produces hazardous effects or is lethal. The priming dose d AR is generally interpreted as a stimulus of the cellular defenses to respond to the challenging dose D AR . 7, 10 However, the nature of such defenses is still unidentified (Figure 1 ). Hormesis: The term "hormesis" was less frequently used than AR and was first introduced in 1943 (Supplemental Figure S1 ). When Southam and Ehrlich discovered that tree bark extracts stimulated fungi growing at low concentrations and was toxic at high concentrations, they proposed the term "hormesis" (from the ancient Greek, stimulus, rapid motion) to define "a stimulatory effect of subinhibitory concentrations of any toxic substance of any organism." 11 With regard to the radiation field, such a term was first introduced in 1980 by T.D. Luckey to describe a J-or U-shaped dose-dependent phenomenon, implying that hormesis is described by a continuous function of dose (or dose rate), with a specific threshold dose that separates an IR dose range in which stress exposure is positive and another one in which stress is detrimental 12, 13 (Figure 1 ). Strikingly, the notion of stimulatory effect was progressively replaced by the notion of beneficial effect, likely to be better opposed to the toxic effect observed at high doses. The nonlinear nature of the radiation hormesis phenomenon was an important aspect of the debate about the linear nonthreshold model. 14, 15 Hormesis versus AR: The abovementioned historical definition of "hormesis" may appear paradoxical, since hormesis means "stimulus," which may suggest a first dose (the "stimulus") that followed another one, similar to the abovementioned definition of AR. However, Southam and Ehrlich (1943) who first introduced this term used it to illustrate that doses belonging to a specific range may "stimulate" the cellular defenses. Furthermore, they did not apply a treatment consisting in repeated exposures to stress, 11 and the hormetic J-or U-shaped dose-response curves reported by Luckey in the literature did not refer to a succession of doses but to a single dose or dose rate. 5, 12 Hence, the abovementioned definitions, based on historical data and corresponding to specific experimental protocols, suggest that AR may lead to a reduction in risk linked to a high dose ("the adverse conditions", the dose D AR ) by another smaller one (d AR ), while hormesis describes a dose range in which biological effects are beneficial without induction of another exposure. Hormesis and AR do not necessarily occur in the same dose range: As specified below, D AR is generally equivalent to some Gy, while hormesis is observed with much lower doses ranging from mGy to cGy. 5 Since a reduction in the effect of some Gy is of interest in the radiodiagnosis and radiotherapy field, we focused here on the understanding of the AR phenomenon. The mechanisms specific to hormesis will be the subject of another report. To date, while the individual response to IR is a major societal and public health issue, AR seems to depend on individual radiosensitivity, in terms of both occurrence and extent. 16, 17 In this review, in order to avoid any potential biases due to data obtained with other organisms, we have deliberately chosen to focus on the AR phenomenon observed in human cells in order to investigate the molecular and cellular mechanisms specific to AR. To this aim, we have systematically reviewed the experimental protocols, the cellular models and the biological endpoints. At the end of this review, we propose a mechanistic model explaining AR and its dependence vis-à-vis individual radiosensitivity.
Adaptive Response Throughout History: A Plethora of Different Protocols
We identified 3 historical periods in the research about AR:
1984 to 1989 period: Historically, the first report of a radiation-induced AR phenomenon in human cells was published in 1984 by Olivieri et al. 9 The authors preincubated human lymphocytes with tritiated thymidine (0.1-0.01 mCiÁmL À1 ) for 2 or 3 days and thereafter applied an X-ray dose of 1.5 Gy. In these conditions, the yield of chromatid aberrations was found to be lower than the sum of the yields of aberrations induced by tritiated thymidine and X-rays separately. 9 It must be stressed that, in these conditions, the priming dose was delivered at a low-dose rate. Between 1984 and 1989, the same research group published some variants of this protocol notably with single doses (eg, d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR ) and the following ranges: (0.01-0.05 Gy) for d AR , (16-32 hours) for Dt AR, and (0.25-1.5 Gy) for D AR . [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Sanderson and Morley 23 and Sankaranarayanan et al 24 reached the same conclusions with a similar irradiation protocol but with mutations frequency as biological endpoint. In 1989, Bosi and Olivieri raised for the first time the question of the individual response to AR. With the same experimental protocol as the one used in 1984, AR was analyzed in lymphocytes from 18 donors: About 10% donors did not show AR and about 20% elicited a synergistic effect. 17 Hence, at the end of the 1980s, there was evidence that AR phenomenon depends on the individual status and occurs in human lymphocytes with chromatid aberrations or mutations frequency as endpoints, suggesting that AR may result in reducing genomic instability, cellular transformation and therefore cancer proneness. 1990 to 1999 period: In the 1990s, similar experimental protocols were applied but with larger d AR , Dt AR , and D AR ranges than those observed in the 1980s: (0.005-0.05 Gy) for d AR , (1-48 hours) for Dt AR , and (0.25-6
Gy) for D AR . 16, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Some new cellular models (eg, fibroblasts) and endpoints (eg, cell survival) were investigated. With regard to cell survival, Raaphorst and Boyden showed that AR strongly depends on the cell lines and also on Dt AR (but with d AR values between 0.5 and 2 Gy, ie, 10 times higher than the above range). 16 With human fibroblasts and tumor cell lines, Seong et al confirmed the influence of Dt AR in the AR phenomenon: In their conditions, if Dt AR was less than 1 hour or greater than 30 hours, AR did not occur. 28 Finally, this 1990 to 1999 period was particularly marked by an increasing number of reports investigating the individual response to AR. However, the genetic profile required for AR occurrence was not clearly defined. 2000 to 2007 period: From the 2000s, the considerable technological advances permitted to investigate ARinduced protein expression, [36] [37] [38] DNA methylation, 39 DNA damage repair and signaling assessed with various techniques, [40] [41] [42] and cell death pathways. 36, [43] [44] [45] The d AR , Dt AR , and D AR ranges used in the reports published from 2000 were similar to those observed in the 1980s and the 1990s: (0.001-0.5 Gy) for d AR , (2-24 hours) for Dt AR , and (0.1-5 Gy) for D AR . [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] All the endpoints tested in this period were linked to misrepaired DNA damage, mutations frequencies, and cellular transformation or to unrepaired DNA damage and cellular death. Hence, during this period, AR appeared to reduce either the risk of radiationinduced cancer or the cellular radiosensitivity. Let us remind that these 2 notions are not necessarily linked: For example, for a given cell line, some authors observed a significant AR response with mutations frequencies but not with clonogenic survival. 51 It must also be stressed that some authors consider apoptosis as a protective and beneficial phenomenon as far as it could kill unstable cells specifically and reduce cancer risk. 36 Care must be taken with such a hypothesis, since apoptosis is a very specific cell death pathway, strongly dependent on the p53 status and cell type. 52 From the 2000s, the majority of AR reports investigated the individual response with an impressive variety of cell types: lymphocytes, lymphoblastoid cells, primary and transformed fibroblasts, keratinocytes, mammary epithelium, and tumor cells, suggesting that AR is not a phenomenon specific to a particular tissue (see the references cited above). Since all the ARpositive cellular models show various cell death pathways, apoptosis is not a specific feature of the AR phenomenon. To date, there is still no clear definition of individual, genetic, and cellular profile that would be required for an AR occurrence. Summary: From the 1980s until to date, the AR response has been observed with the d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR scenario and with the following values: (0.001-0.5 Gy) for d AR delivered at dose-rate ranging, (1-48 hours) for
Dt AR , and (0.1-6 Gy) for D AR . To the notable exception of the works from the group of Olivieri who used tritiated thymidine, in the great majority (>83%) of reports, d AR is delivered in less than 1 minute (ie, at dose rates ranging from 1 mGy.min À1 to 1 Gy.min À1 ). D AR is generally delivered in less than 5 minutes at about 1 Gy.min À1 .
The Influence of the d AR , Dt AR , and D AR Values on the AR Response What is remarkable in the review of the AR protocols is that the single priming dose d AR is, in more than 90% of reports, lower than 0.05 Gy but higher than 0.001 Gy. It is well documented that the oxidative stress caused by 1 Gy X-or g-rays simultaneously induces about 10 000 base damage (BD), 1000 DNA single-strand breaks (SSB), and 40 DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) per human diploid cell. These DNA damage induction rates are not dependent on the radiosensitivity status of the cells. 52 Consequently, the priming doses d AR generally induce less than 500 BD, 50 SSB, and 2 DSB per cell. These numbers correspond to a significant oxidative stress much lower than that induced by the spontaneous DNA damage background usually observed in human radioresistant cells. 53 Hence, such amounts of DNA damage cannot affect cell survival nor genomic instability significantly. By contrast, in radiosensitive cells, the oxidative stress due to spontaneous genomic instability causes a low but significant amount of DNA damage, larger than that observed in radioresistant cells. 53 Hence, only in radiosensitive cells, the spontaneous oxidative stress added to that caused by the priming dose d AR may result in a significant amount of DNA damage: If a certain level of oxidative stress is required for the AR occurrence, the AR phenomenon should preferentially occur in radiosensitive cells. The average repair half-times of BD, SSB, and DSB are about 5 to 10 minutes, 10 to 20 minutes, and 50 to 60 minutes, respectively. 52 The review of the AR protocols reveals that Dt AR is strongly dependent on the d AR and D AR values and generally greater than 1 hour but less than 24 hours. In radioresistant cells, 24 hour postirradiation corresponds to a complete repair of all the DNA damage induced by d AR . By contrast, in radiosensitive cells, it is possible that some DSB may remain unrepaired or misrepaired after d AR þ Dt AR . The DNA repair and signaling proteins may be therefore still activated during and after d AR þ Dt AR . Hence, as hypothesized earlier and as the literature suggests AR should be much less frequent in radioresistant cells since d AR þ Dt AR does not produce any significant biological effect before the exposure to D AR .
In the great majority of cases, D AR is higher than 0.5 Gy and frequently taken as 2 Gy, which corresponds to a high dose (a dose of 2 Gy per session is generally delivered in radiotherapy). A dose of 2 Gy generates a surviving fraction at 2 Gy (SF2) ranging between 1% to 10%, 10% to 60%, and 60% to 80% for the hyperradiosensitive, moderately radiosensitive, and radioresistant human cells, respectively (Table 1) . [53] [54] [55] When reviewing the literature, AR was not observed in cells with SF2 lower than 10% and larger than 60%, which supports again that AR preferentially occurs in cells showing moderate radiosensitivity. This conclusion is also in agreement with the fact that radioresistance is a "bounded notion": Cells cannot repair more DNA damage when DNA repair is already complete and SF2 does not exceed 80% in human cells. [53] [54] [55] Conversely, if cells are hyperradiosensitive, the amount of cell death or mutations is so high (the effect of d AR þ Dt AR is already deleterious) that the biological consequences of an exposure to D AR is irreversible. Finally, it is noteworthy that a condition added to the d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR protocol to observe AR is that D AR should be higher than d AR. Indeed, there are very few examples, if any, of an occurrence of AR with D AR < d AR for 2 reasons, at least: (1) D AR alone produces hazardous or even lethal effect. An additional dose would simply produce additive effect on cells; (2) the notion of stimulus at the basis of AR to reduce the effect of a hazardous dose would become irrelevant if D AR < d AR .
What are the biological or clinical relevance of the d AR , Dt AR , and D AR values? In fact, the d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR scenario does not correspond to any current clinical, occupational, or environmental situation. One can however evoke a tumor positioning CT scan imaging (with a dose of the same order as d AR ) followed by a radiotherapy session (with a dose of the same order as D AR ). Nevertheless, even in this specific case, while AR may lead to decrease the radiosensitivity of healthy tissues, it would also decrease the radiosensitivity of the tumor, impacting therefore on the antitumor efficiency of the radiotherapy. Such scenario cannot be considered as a benefit for radiotherapy. It is noteworthy that most of reports about AR do not evoke the clinical relevance of the d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR scenario.
The Importance of the Cellular Model for the AR Occurrence and its Extent From all the AR reports cited above, 2 remarks can be made:
In the cases of circulating lymphocytes, all the donors are not necessarily AR positive and the ratio of AR positive/negative donors varies with the reports. No genetic explanation is provided. In all, the AR-positive human cells different from circulating lymphocytes listed from the 1980s, more than 50% are tumor cell lines, more than 30% are transformed or immortalized cells, and more than 75% are known to be radiosensitive.
These remarks consolidate the abovementioned conclusion that the occurrence of AR is favored when cells elicit abnormally high level of genomic instability and/or radiosensitivity. For example, the reduction in the mutations frequency caused by AR is better measurable in a cellular model in which deleterious mutations are already present (like in immortalized or tumor cell lines). 51 In the case of human radioresistant primary fibroblasts showing AR, AR occurs when D AR is equal to or greater than 4 Gy. At such dose, the micronuclei yield is measurable even in radioresistant cells. 48 However, if the level of genomic instability and/or radiosensitivity is too high, AR cannot alleviate irreversible damage. When cell survival was used as an endpoint, Raaphorst and Boyden showed that the hyperradioresistant Sk-Mel-3 do not elicit AR. 16 Again, in the same report, the hyperradiosensitive HT144 tumor cell lines do not show AR since the effect of d AR þ Dt AR is already deleterious.
Altogether, these examples suggest that AR preferentially occurs in cells showing an intermediate radiation response. The AR can however occur with radioresistant cases but with nonbiologically relevant doses. 48 Individual Radiosensitivity and Its Potential Link With AR Can one predict the AR occurrence and the AR extent from the radiosensitivity status? The term "radiosensitivity" was historically defined as the proneness to radiation-induced adverse tissue events (notably after radiotherapy) and related to noncancer effects attributable to cell death. However, the term "radiosensitivity" is still used also for describing the radiation-induced cellular transformation and cancer 52 (Figure 2 ). It must be stressed here that there is increasing evidence that the risk of radiation-induced tissue reactions and the risk of radiation-induced cancer are clearly different. For example, the Li-Fraumeni syndrome caused by heterozygous mutations of p53 is associated with high cancer risk but not with severe postradiotherapy adverse tissue events. Conversely, homozygous ATM (note 2) mutations are associated with both fatal adverse tissue events after radiotherapy and high cancer risk (lymphomas). Hence, to avoid any confusion, we recently proposed to describe radiation-induced transformation and cancer by the term "radiosusceptibility" 52 ( Figure 2) .
What are the relationships between radiosensitivity and radiosusceptibility? Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) caused by homozygous mutations of the ATM gene is considered as the syndrome associated with the highest radiosensitivity observed in humans and characterized by fatal adverse tissue events after radiotherapy. The AT patients also had a very high risk of lymphomas. However, AT is a rare syndrome with an incidence of 1/100 000. There are other well-characterized syndromes associated with radiosensitivity. Some are characterized with high risk of cancer (eg, Nijmegen breakage syndrome) or with severe neurodegeneration and accelerated aging (eg, Hutchinson-Gilford progeroïd syndrome), suggesting that radiosensitivity is not necessarily linked systematically to cancer proneness and radiosusceptibility. 52 Among the syndromes associated with both radiosensitivity and cancer proneness, the following rule is observed: The higher the incidence of syndromes, the less radiosensitive they are. For example, the BRCA1 and BRCA2 heterozygous mutations whose incidence is about 1/1000 lead to much less radiosensitivity than homozygous mutations of ATM whose incidence is 1/100 000). Conversely, these 3 cited mutations confer similar high risk of breast cancer, ovary cancer, and lymphoma, respectively. 52 Hence, unlike BRCA1 and BRCA2 cases, AR may not occur in AT cells if radiosensitivity is chosen as an endpoint, while AR may be measurable in AT, BRCA1, and BRCA2 cells if mutations frequency (radiosusceptibility) is chosen as an endpoint. This last example illustrates the importance of the choice of both cellular models and endpoints in the study of AR.
Links Between Hyperradiosensitivity to Low Doses and AR
First described by Lambin et al 56 and Marples and Joiner, 57 the hyperradiosensitivity (HRS) to low-dose phenomenon results in a significant reduction in clonogenic cell survival, increase in chromosome breaks, micronuclei, and unrepaired DSB after a single low-dose d HRS taken between 1 and 800 mGy. 58 The HRS phenomenon is not only observed with cell death and radiosensitivity-related endpoints but also concerns cellular transformation and genomic instability as well. Actually, HRS was observed when hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) mutations were taken as an endpoint through an excess of mutations between 1 and 500 mGy. 59 Hence, HRS cannot kill tumorigenic cells specifically, as it was hypothesized elsewhere, 60 and this phenomenon can produce excess of cellular transformation (radiosusceptibility) and/or excess of cell death (radiosensitivity) 59 (Figure 2) . Besides, the maximal HRS response extent observed in human cells was reported to be limited to 25% cell survival: Even if HRS would kill specifically tumorigenic cells, its action would be limited to a minority of irradiated cells. 61 The maximal HRS effect has been reported at a dose d HRSmax taken between 0.1 and 0.8 Gy (the most frequent d HRSmax is 0.2 Gy). The doses d HRS are supposed to produce a biological effect equivalent to a dose 5 to 10 times higher. 58, 61 More interestingly, similarly to AR, HRS has been generally observed in cells showing moderate radiosensitivity but neither in radioresistant nor in hyperradiosensitive cells. 29, 49, 62 Furthermore, d HRS is of the same order as the d AR ranges described earlier although slightly higher (d AR d HRS ). Ryan et al reported that, among 7 human tumor cell lines, 4 were found both AR-and HRS positive. Furthermore, in the same report, the 3 other cell lines were radioresistant and HRS negative but showed AR with high D AR values, suggesting that cells can be AR positive without being necessarily HRS positive. 49 Altogether, the literature suggests that:
Cells that are very radioresistant do not show HRS and AR. Cells that are hyperradiosensitive to high dose do not show HRS and AR. All the HRS positive cells are AR positive. By contrast, all the AR positive cells are not necessarily HRS positive. Both HRS and AR extents are maximal for the cells showing intermediate radiosensitivity.
How to explain these conclusions?
The Theory of ATM Nucleo-Shuttling: A Mechanism Explaining Both AR and HRS?
To date, there is evidence that unrepaired DSBs are linked to cellular lethality, and misrepaired DSBs are linked to genomic instability and cellular transformation. 52 In 2016, we proposed a mechanistic model of HRS based on the theory of the ATM nucleo-shuttling. 63 The ATM protein kinase is a major protein involved in the molecular and cellular response to IR and particularly in the DSB signaling and repair pathways. In the frame of this theory, cytoplasm can be considered as a reservoir of ATM dimers composed of 2 trans-autophosphorylated ATM monomers. The IR-induced oxidative stress induces monomerization of ATM dimers: The resulting ATM monomers diffuse in the nucleus where they contribute to the DSB recognition through the phosphorylation of the H2AX histone (gH2AX). 63 The gH2AX phosphorylation triggers DSB repair via the nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway, the major DSB repair pathway in humans. The presence of ATM in the nucleus also inhibits the repair of DSB via the MRE11-dependent recombination-like error-prone pathway that leads to misrepaired DSB and cancer proneness. 63 From a collection of 117 cell lines showing a large spectrum of postradiotherapy adverse tissue reactions, any delay in the ATM nucleo-shuttling causes radiosensitivity (via nonrecognition or nonrepair of DSB via NHEJ) and/or radiosusceptibility (via the MRE11-dependent recombinationlike error-prone pathway). A quantitative correlation was found between the maximal number of pATM foci assessed by immunofluorescence in the first hour postirradiation (pATMmax) and the severity of postradiotherapy tissue reaction (evaluated by common terminology criteria for adverse events (CTCAE) scale). 53 From the theory of the ATM nucleo-shuttling, a 3-group individual radiosensitivity classification was proposed:
Group I: radioresistance and low cancer risk; fast ATM nucleo-shuttling; complete DSB repair, Group II: moderate radiosensitivity and high cancer risk; delayed ATM nucleo-shuttling; incomplete DSB repair, Group III: HRS and high cancer risk; gross DSB repair defect.
The theory of the ATM nucleo-shuttling also permitted to solve the linear-quadratic model by considering 2 types of lethal unrepaired DSB 63 :
The a-type DSBs are recognized by NHEJ pathway but remain unrepaired. If the dose is not high enough to induce a sufficient number of radiation-induced ATM monomers, DSBs will not be recognized. This situation likely concerns low doses. At high doses, the recognition rate is constant and dose-independent. It was shown that the number of a-type DSB is simply proportional to D. 63 The b-type DSBs are not recognized by NHEJ pathway and therefore never repaired. These DSBs are not recognized because the ATM redimerization and the reassociation with cytoplasmic proteins prevent the ATM monomers to diffuse in the nucleus. This situation likely concerns high doses. It was shown that this effect increases proportionally with dose at the constant rate. Consequently, the number of b-type DSB is proportional to D. 2, 63 Interestingly, the theory of the ATM nucleo-shuttling was also shown to provide a relevant biological interpretation for the modified linear-quadratic model that describes the HRS phenomenon. In fact, at low doses, as specified earlier, the number of ATM monomers produced by IR in cytoplasm is reduced, more particularly in the radiosensitive group II cells, characterized by a significant delay in the ATM nucleoshuttling. In this situation, few ATM monomers are able to diffuse in the nucleus. Consequently, less DSBs are recognized by NHEJ and will remain unrepaired. It was shown that if the radiation-induced DSBs are not recognized by NHEJ during the first hour postirradiation, they can also be recognized by the MRE11-dependent, error-prone recombination-like pathway. 63 Consequently, HRS can result in an excess of cell death due to unrepaired DSB or an excess of genomic instability due to misrepaired DSB, in agreement with the literature. 63 Furthermore, HRS is preferentially observed in the radiosensitive group II cells that are characterized by a delay in the ATM nucleo-shuttling. Hence, even if the number of IR-induced DSB is low at low dose, the number of unrepaired or misrepaired DSB and their biological impact is measurable. 63 In the frame of the theory, N diff , the number of ATM monomers that diffuse in the nucleus as a function of dose D and time postirradiation t obeys the following formula (1) 63 :
in which the nuclear membrane is characterized by a width L, a nucleus surface S, a permeability P and in which w mono is defined as the ATM monomers reassociation coefficient and I mono the number of IR-induced ATM monomers per Gy. By taking the numerical values validated in Bodgi and Foray from hundreds of human fibroblasts with different radiosensitivity, the diffusion of ATM monomers as a function of dose for 10 minutes and 6 hours was simulated for 2 representative group I and II cell lines ( Figure 3A) . Interestingly, the diffusion of ATM monomers increases very rapidly with dose. In group II cells, after 10 minutes postirradiation, a dose of 0.1 Gy leads to the diffusion of about 10 000 ATM monomers in the nucleus while a dose of 2 Gy leads to the diffusion of only 15 000 ATM monomers ( Figure 3A) . When the number of ATM monomers : radiosensitivity and radiosusceptibility decrease. However, it is noteworthy that AR is preferentially observed in radiosensitive (group II) cells. The AR is not observed in radioresistant (group I) cells since the repair of DSB induced by d AR þ Dt AR is complete. The AR is not observed in hyperradiosensitive (group III) because the DNA damage caused by d AR þ Dt AR are irreversible and their effect accumulates with that of D AR . It is noteworthy that hyperradiosensitivity (HRS) may occur after d AR according to the number of ATM monomers diffusing in the nucleus during the first postirradiation hour. The yield of spontaneous ATM monomers and dimers in the nucleus is likely to be much larger than their yield after exposure at d AR or D AR.
is observed as a function of time, more than 70% of ATM monomers are produced in the first hour postirradiation ( Figure  3B ). Because of the delay in ATM nucleo-shuttling, the radiosensitive group II cells show 2 times less ATM monomers in the nucleus than the radioresistant group I cells. For example, after 0.2 Gy (ie, average d AR ) followed by 10 minutes, about 24 000 and 12 000 ATM monomers diffuse in the nucleus of group I and group II cells, respectively. The diffusion of ATM monomers continues with time and the numbers of ATM monomers in the nucleus become 40 000 and 20 000 at 6 hours postirradiation (ie, the average Dt AR ) in the radioresistant group I and in the radiosensitive group II cells, respectively (Figure 3 ). Hence, after 0.2 Gy þ 6 h, even if 80% of DSB are repaired (and therefore if 80% ATM monomers are inactivated by redimerization in the nucleus), the 20% remaining active monomers represent 8000 and 4000 ATM molecules in the nucleus of radioresistant group I and radiosensitive group II cells, respectively. A dose of 2 Gy (ie, average D RA ) leads to the diffusion of about 30 000 and 16 000 additional ATM monomers in the nucleus after 10 minutes postirradiation, respectively ( Figure 3 ). The 4000 ATM active monomers remaining in excess in the nucleus of the radiosensitive group II cells represent a supplement of about 25% (4000/16 000) ATM molecules that can significantly contribute to the DNA damage recognition with the ATM monomers induced directly by D RA (Figure 4 ). Such an excess of ATM monomers may permit the AR phenomenon to occur. In the frame of this model, if Dt AR is too short (less than 1 hour), the flux of ATM monomers may not be sufficient; if Dt AR is too long (more than 24 hours), the activity of monomers may become negligible. Hence, in the group II radiosensitive cells, d AR þ Dt AR can produce a stimulus for DNA damage repair through an excess of ATM monomers in agreement with the literature. Finally, since the occurrence of HRS mainly depends on the number of ATM monomers in the first postirradiation hour, it is not surprising that HRS-positive cells are also AR positive. The theory of ATM nucleo-shuttling is therefore compatible with both HRS and AR phenomena (Figure 4 ).
Conclusions
The AR phenomenon is an experimentally validated phenomenon observed in a variety of cellular models and with numerous experimental protocols that all obey the d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR irradiation scheme. It is not a technical artifact. It has been reported when radiosensitivity or radiosusceptibility are used as an endpoint. However, AR cannot be necessarily considered as beneficial since it may protect tumor or stimulate the transformation of healthy tissues. Furthermore, the AR occurrence strongly depends on the individual radiosensitivity/radiosusceptibility status: AR has been preferentially observed in cells from patients showing moderate radiosensitivity and high radiosusceptibility. Practically, to the notable exception of a tumor positioning CT scan that would precede a radiotherapy session after some hours, the d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR irradiation scheme is not encountered in clinic: AR phenomenon therefore remains a question relative to basic science. To date, the theory of the ATM nucleo-shuttling provides a relevant mechanistic explanation of the AR molecular and cellular events that reveals also the genetic status required for AR occurrence (Figure 4 ). The fact that the d AR þ Dt AR þ D AR irradiation scheme may produce sufficient amount of ATM monomers in the nucleus to contribute to respond to the dose D AR may evoke a kind of "vaccination". However, the mechanistic model proposed here to explain the AR phenomenon is not related to the immune response to radiation. Further investigations of ATM nucleo-shuttling at low dose are needed to consolidate our model.
